
EVENGLIDE SHOWROOM
Blackburn, Victoria, Australia

The brief for this project revolved around the visual 
transformation of an existing building in an effort to attract 
greater attention to the new business housed within. 
The notion of movement around the building was the key 
generator for this new exterior. With this in mind, a façade 
was developed, which is static yet highly transformative 
depending on the position of the viewer. Utilising timber 
battens, which are painted on their side faces, the building 
transforms its colour tone as pedestrians move around it. 
The envelope, although static, appears to shift from timber 
to a coloured surface as one circles the building. 

The interior fit out of the showroom interrogates the 
contrast between new and old, warm and cold. The design 
retained and draws on the existing brick wall and concrete 
floor while introducing two horizontal planes of timber as floor 
and ceiling, alongside the black foreign body of the stair. 
The colour of the external timber battens bleeds through into 
the internal space creating a conditioned link between inside 
and outside.

Bo Chu graduated from RMIT University Melbourne, with a Distinction in the Master of Architecture 
program in 2010 and has since worked on projects in Australia and internationally, both freelancing 
and for established firms. In 2012, he started working with the Australian practice, Room11 Studio. 
At Room11, he has worked on a variety projects, across a wide range of scales and typologies, such as 
dwellings, apartments and office fit-outs. Working through these projects, he has gained considerable 
experience and has had the opportunity to take on more responsibility within the firm. With this level 
of experience across multiple stages of various projects, Bo has developed a sharper and more nuanced 
understanding of what he loves about architecture and what it takes to turn an abstract concept into 
built reality. He is always interested in how the extended context of a project; the site, surroundings, 
culture and history of both the locality and the client can influence the design. He is constantly exploring 
new ways to interrogate his own design language and how it could be reflected in further projects.
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